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Chance Trahan Calls Donald Trump a Socialist Coward
Socialism And Communism Have Both Worked Their Ways Into The System Of The United States
LOS ANGELES - April 3, 2020 - PRLog -- The contrast of the suspicious silencing of independent
journalism and the drowning the sound of truth out with a constant drone-noise blasted across the airwaves
of mainstream media news everywhere while blaming the other network of doing the same thing they're
doing, yet they're all doing it, is quite alarming. People everywhere have started to wonder what the deal is
with this new standard-of-living, while others are choosing to step up and grab at sudden "quaranteam"
clout, as-if this is what they've always been waiting for.
"With 'The Purge' alarms sounding off at Midnight, cops accusing Sheriff Chance Trahan of impersonating
an officer, having his car emptied out as if they're taking inventory, them asking him for his social security
number, one cop holding him at gun-point, and also Sheriff having just dealt with what appears to be a
Soros-funded-stalker for a roommate situation gridlocked with this over-bloated mainstream media "flu
pandemic" political world-wide takeover, which is a bold-faced power play by the rich-elite that looks more
and more like a typical power-struggle between we the people and the political class every day, because
face–it, they make so much money that they are in-fact, their own class, what's going on does look and feel
a lot like one-world socialism and communism at-hand," Sheriff says.
Sheriff Trahan is under the impression that, "just because these wanna-be rockstar politicians paid their
monetary dues to their parties and committees, they must think that no one can tell them nothing, because
they feel they're above–the–law, because they see themselves as 'responsible' for 'making the laws.' A
Catch-22."
"A politician makes so much money that they don't have to listen to the general public." –Sheriff Chance
Trahan.
"The rich-elite are taking over the streets and doing all they can to instill fear into the minds of citizens
anywhere they can to try and control what you think. They're doing whatever they can to poison–the–minds
of anyone they can. They're in your ear talking bad about the other, and then they're in the other person's ear
talking bad about you. Choose your friends carefully, people. What's been happening on Trump's watch
these last 4 years is not only toxic, but it's also socialism and communism at-play, because eventually you're
going to have to face the facts that Donald Trump is in-fact a broke socialist coward," Chance says.
Learn More About Sheriff Trahan's Latest Roommate Situation:
https://twitter.com/ChanceCampaign/status/1245763087862358017
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